In National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) of JAPAN, an ultra high speed optical satellite communication equipment onboard the engineering test satellite IX has been developing. The satellite is planned to be launched to geosynchronous orbit in 2021. In this project, we are aiming for ultra high-speed data transmission at the world's highest level of 10 [Gbps] for both uplink and downlink between optical ground stations and geosynchronous satellite. This paper outlines the optical communication mission, the scheduled optical communication experiment, the examination of HICALI and the ground based system at the present time -the outline of the development situation is also explained.
Development of "HICALI" -High Speed Optical Feeder Link System between GEO and Ground -

OVERVIEW OF "HICALI" AND CURRENT STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT
The optical communication equipment HICALI onboard ETS-IX consists of an optical component (optical transmitter/receiver, optical amplifier) that processes signals, a part that converts data for connection with communication equipment using radio waves, A telescope section for transmission and reception, and a coarse acquisition and fine tracking mechanism for directing precisely to the ground target. Figure 2 shows the configuration of HICALI. In HICALI, laser light in the near infrared region with a wavelength of 1.5 [μm] is to be used. Since it is an eye-safe laser, safety to the human body can also be enhanced. In addition, since this wavelength is widely used in communications using optical fibers on the ground, it becomes possible to apply devices, devices, systems, etc. used in terrestrial optical communication networks to space optical communication. However, in order to use the device developed for ground use in outer space, it is necessary to prevent it from being broken for a long period under severe conditions such as cosmic radiation. Currently, for major optical communication devices, we aim to establish a screening process to ensure environmental tolerance and reliability in space.
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OPTICAL COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENT
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Chania, Greece 9 -12 October 2018 to utilize a 1.5 [m] telescope at Koganei headquarters. We are also considering a multi aperture system that bundles small telescopes and also studying portable ground stations that can move to sunny area with communicable size and can communicate.
The optical satellite communication between the geostationary satellite and the ground station has the problem that the effect of the fluctuation of the atmosphere, the cloud in the satellite direction interrupts the communication light and can not communicate. In the field of astronomical observation, in order to alleviate the influence of atmospheric fluctuation, observe the disorder of the image of the star with a wavefront sensor such as Shack Hartmann sensor, deform the variable mirror and correct the disorder of the target celestial body The technology of compensating optics (AO) is getting common. On the other hand, in the case of optical satellite communication, the astronomical AO system can not be used as it is because it is necessary to correct the difference in light caused by the movement of the target satellite with respect to the earth station. Also, as for astronomical use, it is sufficient to compensate for the influence of fluctuation on light from space, whereas in the case of bidirectional optical satellite communication, even for uplink light irradiated from the ground toward the satellite, It is necessary to reduce the influence of fluctuation. In the sense that it receives fluctuations at the place just outside the ground station, it can be said that the uplink is rather influential. Currently, we propose a method of wavefront compensation by sensing a wave with a reception aperture wider than the transmission aperture and estimating wavefronts with different propagation paths.
On the other hand, in order to avoid the influence of the clouds, we placed 10 environmental data measuring sensors consisting of all sky cameras, cloud meter, etc. in Japan nationwide (Fig. 5) . Environmental data obtained from these sensors are collected through the network and analyzed. We aim to demonstrate site diversity that predicts which area is sunny and optical communication is possible. Then we will use the ground station in this area or move a portable station to a sunny area to perform optical satellite communication (Fig. 6 ). 
SUMMARY
The optical feeder link aiming for demonstration with HICALI installed in ETS-IX will replace the radio feeder link, since tighter bandwidth as the communication capacity increases in the future. Currently, CCSDS (The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems), which is a standardization activity in the field of space data systems, [19] , standards for communication and exchange of space data in satellites, between satellites and ground stations and deep space to ground stations Discussion on the method is under way. HICALI plans to adopt standard techniques as much as possible with the aim of spreading the developed system widely.
